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Introduction: Ordinary chondrite Chelyabinsk LL5 S4 W0 is fresh fall from February 2013 (Russia). Chelya-

binsk meteorite complex structure and its different lithologies were described in [1-4]. Light and dark lithologies of 

the matter have identical LL5 composition mostly [1, 5], but there are slight differences. There are few explanations 

of different lithologies formation from the initial substance [6]. In this paper we assess the heat history and approxi-

mated temperatures for the different structure zones and lithologies using optical and electron microscopy. 

Complex meteorite structure was formed as the result of several collision eventsimpacts [4]. Large Chelyabinsk 

fragments look like suevite structure from the impact craters described in [7]. It appears, that Chelyabinsk breccia 

formation mechanism was similar to the impact cratering, but the scale was smaller. There were fragments of the 

host rock that fell into the impact melt and were partly reheated. The impact brecciated matter was the essential part 

of the Chelyabinsk meteoroid [6]. It allowed us to observe different structure features of heat and shock treatment. 

Results and Discussion: We distinguished few types of the material treated in a different heating ranges: 

1. Initial matter. Light lithology substance included choundrules within the light-colored matrix. Metal and troilite 

grains. Light part of the Chelyabinsk meteorite experienced heating below 400°C. 

2. Shift veins. These zones observed in a slickensides, which occurs in the light lithology samples as a planes of dark 

matter. It is estimated, that substance reached temperatures within the range 800-1200°C in shifted veins, because 

remelted Fe-Ni or troilite globules observed. 

3. Melt zone. It is gray-colored entirely molted substance. It contains numerous cavities and cracks (shrinkholes), 

which were formed due to rapid crystallization after substantial heating. Peak temperature can be more than 1200°C. 

4. Condensed microcrystals. They situated on the walls of the pores (melt pockets) within the gray melt zone. This 

substance was heated at least to the chromite (or metal) evaporation temperatures. Cooling rate of metal-troilite 

intergrows particles was approximately 8°C/s. 

5. Black-colored zone of the dark lithology. We suppose, that it was formed from pieces of initial matter by heating 

during impact cratering. Darkening of silicates took place at 800°C [7]. 

6. Fusion crust consists of two zones: internal zone and external one. The external zone formed by ablation process 

during atmospheric entry, therefore mostly refractory minerals were preserved. Metal dendrites structures of this 

zone revealed high cooling rates and estimated time of crust forming was about 107 °C/sec. resembelinga rapid 

quenched matter. Maximum temperature the fusion crust reached was above 2000°C. 

7. Mixed zone. This structure can be found as a light chondrules within the darker matrix [8]. Probably, it was 

formed during incongruental melting of the silicate minerals, as it occurs, for example, in shocked substance [9]. 

Nevertheless, as all mentioned zones required different forming conditions, they could be obtained as the result of a 

few shock loading experiments on initial light-colored matter. We observed all mentioned features and zones in the 

samples. Moreover, we observe them visually in the experimentally shocked substance. 
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